The final probability image generated using the output of the kNN algorithm will
show the likelihood of pixels belonging either to defect or normal regions. The following chapter explains in detail how pigment dispersion syndrome develops, and the motivation behind using the kNN algorithm for pixel classification.
BACKGROUND AND SIGNIFICANCE

Eye Anatomy Overview
In order to understand the mechanism of pigment dispersion syndrome and pigmentary glaucoma, it is necessary to introduce the structure of the eye. The eye has three layers and is filled with fluid that is present in two chambers.
The white capsule around the eye is called the sclera, which is specialized at the anterior surface of the eye as the cornea. The cornea is composed of clear tissue. The darkly pigmented choroid layer absorbs light rays at the back of the eye. In the front of the eye, it is specialized to form the iris, the ciliary muscles and zonular fibers. The pupil is an anterior opening in the iris that lets light enter the eye. The iris has circular and radial smooth muscles that control the pupil diameter. The crystalline lens is located just behind the iris whose shape is controlled by the ciliary muscle and zonular fibers. The retina lines the inner, posterior surface of the eye and it is an extension of the brain. The fovea centralis is a region that is specialized to deliver the highest visual acuity. The optic disc is where the nerve fibers that carry information from ganglion cells and photoreceptors located on the retina exit the eye as the optic nerve. The anterior chamber of the eye located between the iris and the cornea contains a clear fluid called aqueous humor.
Aqueous humor flows in and out of the anterior chamber, and it flows out at the open angle where the iris and cornea meet, in the region called the trabecular meshwork [1] .
The posterior chamber of the eye located between the lens and the retina is filled with vitreous, a viscous, jellylike substance [7] .
Pigment Dispersion Mechanism
When pigment is lost from the posterior surface of the iris, it is deposited in the anterior and posterior chambers of the eye. One theory of the mechanism of pigment loss states that backbowing of the iris causes the pigment epithelium to come in contact with packets of lens zonules [8] . The friction caused by this contact disrupts epithelial cells and causes melanosomes to be released into the aqueous humor. The melanosomes collect in the trabecular meshwork causing a rise in intraocular pressure (IOP). The endothelial cells of the trabecular meshwork act to phagocytize the melanosomes, and if regular pigment release from the iris occurs, then it leads to a chronic rise in IOP [2] .
This IOP rise can lead to pigmentary glaucoma.
Pigment Dispersion Syndrome
Pigment dispersion syndrome (PDS) may be diagnosed in patients in the second decade of life, but is usually diagnosed by 30 years of age and later. It occurs equally in men and women, but men are more likely to develop pigmentary glaucoma [2] . Other genetic factors that predispose people to developing PDS are Caucasian race, myopia, and the presence of family members diagnosed with PDS [16] .
PDS usually produces no symptoms, although occasionally patients may experience blurred vision and halos with high impact activities which are caused by a rise in IOP.
The physical signs of PDS can be seen in several structures of the eye: the cornea, iris, pupil, and the angle between the iris and cornea. This thesis deals with the effects of PDS on the iris, called transillumination defects. They are called so because the loss of pigment from the iris can be visualized through transillumination, which is the illumination of body tissue by transmitting light through it. Initially, transillumination defects are usually slit-like, and as pigment loss increases, the defects become irregularly shaped.
Automated and Computer Assisted Detection of Eye Diseases
Automated and computer assisted detection of eye diseases is meant to assist physicians in detecting, managing and treating eye diseases. One form of automated and computer assisted detection is Computer Aided Diagnosis or CAD.
Xu et al. [19] and Abràmoff et al. [21] used pixel feature classification to detect structures in the eye like the optic disc which can prove useful for discovering the extent of primary glaucoma. Bock et al. [22] used a Support Vector Machine (SVM) classifier to automatically quantify the probability that a patient will suffer from glaucoma by analyzing color fundus images.
CAD has been used outside the eye to detect lung diseases like Chronic
Obstructive Pulmonary Disease (COPD) [25] by identifying features on CT scans that are indicative of the presence of disease. CAD has also been used for the purpose of detecting breast cancer lesions from CT scans [26] and in the segmentation of heart vessels [27] .
This thesis uses pixel feature classification to automatically detect regions of pigment dispersion in a patient's iris.
K-Nearest Neighbors Classification Overview
Classification classified. This is done by assigning to the element the class label of the majority of neighbors. The class label that is assigned is the label for that test vector. Examples of the use of kNN in disease diagnosis are for glaucoma detection [21] and the detection of retinal vessels [28] .
Previous Work
The amount of pigment lost from the surface of the iris is associated to the risk of developing or worsening pigmentary glaucoma. Thus, it is of interest to keep track of the changes in the degree of pigment loss. Up until now, no method has been proposed for automated detection of pigment dispersion. Haynes et al. [3] used manual tracing of the regions of pigment loss in the iris to measure the amount of pigment lost from it. Roberts et al. [10] also employed manual tracing while examining the best technique for imaging the iris defects.
Manual tracing of defect regions was first performed by Haynes et al. [3] by outlining desired regions using a pen and digitizer tablet. The entire iris region area was found by subtracting the area of the pupil from the area of the pupil plus the iris. Each transillumination defect area was also outlined. The percent transillumination was found by dividing the total area of defect regions by the total area of the iris. This process was carried out for each iris image from 13 patients. For a larger dataset of patients this would be quite tedious and time consuming, as well as being prone to errors if the measurements were taken by different observers for the same patient. This was observed by Haynes et al. [3] when the inter-observer coefficient of variation for three standard images was found to be quite high at 20.35, 6.55 and 8.01% respectively for mild, moderate, and marked transillumination. The intra-observer coefficient of variation was found to be lower at 4.11, 3.23 and 2.38% respectively for mild, moderate, and marked transillumination. However, it cannot always be expected that the same observer will be available to take manual measurements of the percent transillumination.
Roberts et al. [10] also performed manual tracing of the transillumination defect regions using computer graphics software. However their aim was to find the best wavelength of light to visualize the transillumination defects and not to quantify the amount of transillumination. Their results agreed with the conclusion of Alward et al. [4] who also found that defect regions are best observed using a combination of infrared and visible light.
CHAPTER 3 METHODOLOGY
Overview
Several pre-processing steps of an iris image are required before classification can be carried out. First, image segmentation is required to extract the iris region from the images so that classification is not thrown off by spurious pixels that appear as belonging to the iris.
After the segmentation stage, converting the images to the polar domain is performed to make the random selection of pixels for training the classifier less complex because of the resulting rectangular image shape. A diverse set of features was then calculated from the image in the polar domain.
Given a set of images for which the features had thus been calculated, feature selection was performed to optimize the size of the feature set and remove any redundant features.
To evaluate the performance, a reference standard is needed. An expert manually marked the transillumination pixels on each test image, and these markings were then verified by a glaucoma expert. Given this reference standard, training and evaluation of the kNN classifier was carried out. The result of kNN classification is a probability image with k gray levels showing the probability of each pixel belonging to a defect region. This probability image was then converted back to the Cartesian domain. The entire process is shown in Figure 3 .1. 
Image Acquisition
Since the cause of PDS and subsequently pigmentary glaucoma is the loss of pigment from the posterior surface of the iris, the conditions are characterized by radially oriented, slit-like transillumination defects in the mid-peripheral iris. In this study, the images were obtained through infrared transillumination by Alward et al. [4] . Infrared transillumination of the iris is used by ophthalmologists to detect iris pigment defects that could indicate disease [29 -31] .
Patients with pigmentary glaucoma or pigment dispersion syndrome were selected from the Glaucoma Service at the University of Iowa, Iowa City. The setup to capture the images is shown in Figure 3 .2. Each patient's head was positioned in a headrest mounted in front of a black and white video camera sensitive to light in the near infrared range. The camera (RCA TC77011/U RCA Inc., Lancaster, PA) was equipped with a macro/zoom lens (Javelin 99035 J, 18-108 mm, f2.5, Javelin Electronics Inc., Torrance, CA). A halogen fiber optic transilluminator was used as a cool light source producing a mixture of visible and infrared light [4] . Either the visible or infrared light could be filtered out at the source or at the camera.
As a result of using visible light, the pupil dilation of patients' eyes was minimized and resulted in an enhanced picture of the transillumination defects. The use of near infrared light helped to clearly visualize transillumination defects. Videos of patients' eyes were recorded by a 0.75-inch videocassette machine (Sony V05600 "umatic," Sony Corp of America, Teaneck, NJ) [4] . The videos were digitized and frames were extracted to be used for analysis.
An example case of pigment dispersion syndrome is shown in Figure 3 .3: A list of the iris images of subjects used in this study along with their corresponding data is given in the appendix Table A.1. The data of 38 out of 50 subjects showed that they were diagnosed with either pigment dispersion syndrome or pigmentary glaucoma. Information about the remaining subjects could not be retrieved.
Image Segmentation
The raw images of the patients' eyes which were obtained using a combination of infrared and visible light contain other features of the eye, which are not of interest in determining the amount of iris transillumination. If these features are not removed, it would result in the kNN classifier giving false positive results. The Hough transform was used to detect the pupil and iris boundaries, and extract the iris regions from the images.
The segmented images now contained only iris tissue and were suitable for further processing steps. To train the kNN classifier, a random number of pixels had to be selected from the segmented images and it was determined that the process of random selection would be less complex if the images were converted to the polar coordinate system. The circular iris region was thus transformed into a rectangular region.
Reference Standard Images
The kNN classifier training stage requires a reference standard image for each pixel in order to know which combinations of features amount to an iris transillumination defect (ITD) region and which ones do not. Reference standard images were generated using the 'Truthmarker' app [14] created in our group on an iPad and they were verified by Dr. Wallace L.M. Alward. Fifty segmented images were used and the defect regions were outlined. The annotated images were then converted to binary with the defect regions colored white and all other regions colored black. As was done with the original iris images, the reference standard images were also converted to polar coordinates.
Feature Calculation
Classification of defect and normal iris regions requires a set of features to be calculated and given as input to the kNN classifier.
A detailed description of the features is as follows:
1. Standard Deviation: The standard deviation of a pixel with a specified neighborhood provides a texture descriptor [33] . ( )
The image was convolved with a Gaussian kernel with σ=2. Next, the standard deviation was calculated at three different neighborhoods: 3x3, 5x5 and a rectangular neighborhood 3x9. The standard deviation of a pixel's intensity in a specific neighborhood is given by the equation:
is the number of pixels in the neighborhood, ( ) is the intensity of the pixel under consideration, and ̅ ( ) is the mean of all the pixels in that neighborhood. A large standard deviation value indicated a large variation in intensity in that neighborhood which occurs around the ITD regions. The standard deviation of the center pixel will be equal to 16 according to the given equation.
Difference of Gaussians:
This feature emphasizes edges in the image [32] by subtracting the convolution results of the image with two Gaussian kernels and by the equation:
Two feature images were obtained: one by using the value of standard deviation σ=1 for and σ=2 for , and the other by using σ=2 for and σ=4 for .
One of the kernels used is shown in Figure 3 .5: 
Gradient Magnitude:
The gradient magnitude operator detects intensity discontinuities by calculating the magnitude of the gradient vector [32] .
Thus it detects edges in an image. First, the image is convolved with a Gaussian kernel with σ=2 as shown in Figure 3 .4 in order to remove noise from the image because this operator is very sensitive to noise. Next, the gradient magnitude of the image was calculated. The gradient magnitude is found by using the equation:
Average Intensity:
An intensity feature is very useful for detecting iris defects [33] because the iris transillumination defect regions have a higher intensity compared to normal iris tissue. The average intensity of a pixel in a 3x3 neighborhood was found and used as a feature for classification as shown in the equation below:
where is the number of pixels in the neighborhood.
Gaussian Derivative:
The Gaussian derivative is used to detect edges in the image, separating out different homogeneous regions in the iris images [33] . The Gaussian derivative kernel is as shown in Figure 3 .6: 
Laplacian of Gaussian:
The Laplacian of Gaussian is a derivative filter that can detect intensity changes in an image, thus emphasizing edges [34] . These bright boundaries resulted in the kNN classifier producing false positives.
In order to prevent this misclassification, the original segmented iris image boundaries were mirrored by 10 rows. After mirroring the boundaries, the features were recalculated, as seen in Figure 3 .8 (d). Following this process, feature selection performed.
Feature Selection
Ten feature images each of fifty segmented iris images were obtained following the feature calculation stage. The set of feature images of twenty segmented images was used for optimal feature selection, and the remaining set of thirty segmented images was used for training and testing the kNN classifier.
Before performing kNN classification it is useful to carry out optimal feature selection. Feature selection helps to reduce the number of irrelevant features which in turn will reduce the running time of the classification, as well as increase its accuracy In the fixed width technique shown in Figure 3 .9 (b), the attributes are also ranked and the top k attributes are the input to the linear forward selection. As the forward selection proceeds, the attributes added to the subset are selected from the next best attribute in the ranking. As a result, it is ensured that the set of candidate expansions consists of the individually best k attributes that have not been selected so far during the search. The technique is called fixed width technique because it keeps the number of extensions in each forward selection step constant at a fixed width k.
Training data was collected from the images and given as input to WEKA [24] , a collection of machine learning algorithms. The feature selection algorithm was selected as linear forward selection along with cross validation for the attribute selection mode.
Training Sample Selection
A fixed number of random pixels were selected from the training feature images to be given as input to the pixel classifier. A random selection of image pixels was taken because variability in the training data is required. Since the images that were converted to Polar space have a black background left over from the segmentation stage, it was ensured that no training pixels were selected from the background. This would have resulted in training data of no significance.
KNN Classification
The kNN classification process is carried out by training the classifier using the feature images and testing it on a dataset that is unknown to it. An example vector for training would have values such as:
with each vector element representing a feature for the pixel. The label is 0 or 1 depending on whether that combination of features corresponds to a normal or defect region respectively in the corresponding reference standard image. In this research the Approximate Nearest Neighbors (ANN) library created by Mount and Arya [14] was used for classification purposes. The distances from a pixel to its neighbors are measured using the squared distance and not the true Euclidean distance.
The equation for true Euclidean distance is:
Using squared distances helps to represent distances as integers when integer type elements are used as well as saves on computation time. The distance metric can be changed according to the user's preferences.
The ANN program can be given an error bound ϵ ≥ 0 which is used for approximate nearest neighbor searching. If this is specified, then the i th nearest neighbor of a query point is a (1 + ϵ) approximation to the true i th neighbor. This means that the true Euclidean distance to a point from the query point may exceed the distance to the real i th nearest neighbor by a factor of (1 + ϵ). Employing an approximate k nearest neighbor search will significantly improve the running time. However, the pre-processing time depends on the number of points in the training set and the dimension of the feature space, and is independent of the error bound ϵ.
The process of leave-one-out cross validation was used for thirty patient images.
Twenty nine images were used as training images, and one image was the test image.
This process was repeated thirty times, each time rotating among the dataset, so that no image was picked as the test image twice. Cross validation provides a good idea of how the classifier is performing by reducing the variance of estimation, and also needs to be used because of the small data set of images.
Implementation
The code for all the steps involved in the methodology was written using the Insight Toolkit (ITK) version 3.20.0. For the manual segmentation of images using the Hough transform, the code was adapted from Mosaliganti et al. [12] who implemented a faster version of the transform which also gives more accurate results than the built-in ITK version. The different features were calculated using built-in ITK filters as well as by modifying some of the filters to obtain desired results. Feature selection was performed using WEKA [24] as explained in Section 3.6. The kNN classification process was performed using the ANN library created by Mount and Arya [14] . This library has customizable features such as supporting both exact and approximate nearest neighbor searching and supporting the use of any Minkowski distance metric including Manhattan, Euclidean and Max metrics. The ROC curve shown in chapter 4 was plotted using the online calculator created by Eng [23] .
CHAPTER 4 RESULTS
Image Segmentation Results
Image segmentation using the Hough transform was performed by manually entering a separate radius search range for each of the fifty images. This was done because if a common radius search range was given for all the images, the transform tended to segment circles of larger radii among images with smaller pupil sizes. As a result, false pupil boundaries were being detected which was undesirable.
While carrying out manual input of radius search range to the Hough transform, the pupil boundary was detected without much difficulty. A few images had pupil distortion due to large amounts of pigment being lost from the iris [5] , causing the pupil to not be perfectly circular. In these cases, a segmentation that left out as much of the distorted region as possible was selected. The outer iris boundary in some images was not clearly visible and appeared diffused into the sclera region. It was then decided that including extra pixels in the segmentation would be better than discarding useful pixels, that is, the iris transillumination defect regions.
A list of the parameter values for each subject's eye image showing the inputs to the Hough transform in order to segment out the iris regions is given in appendix Table   A .2. The pupil boundaries and centers were detected first using the minimum and maximum radius search range, and using these center coordinates, the outer iris boundaries were detected. In all cases, the search was limited to one circle. Each image took approximately ten minutes to segment correctly.
At the end of the segmentation stage, fifty iris images were created with all pixels not belonging to the iris region replaced by black pixels as seen in 
Feature Calculation Results
The feature calculation stage was implemented using the Insight Toolkit (ITK).
Before calculation of features, the polar image boundaries against a black background had to be mirrored to prevent the kNN classifier from falsely classifying image 
Feature Selection Results
After the feature calculation process, feature selection was carried out using WEKA. The algorithm used was linear forward selection with cross validation. The output of feature selection showed that the difference of Gaussians applied to an image with = 1 and = 2, the Gaussian Derivative of an image in the vertical direction and the Laplacian of an image were not optimal features. Seven features remained to perform kNN classification. Feature selection in WEKA was a quick process of a few minutes.
KNN Classification Results
Following the testing of the kNN classifier, using = 21, a probability image was obtained for each of thirty test images, with 21 gray levels ranging from 0 to 255. 
A pixel with a higher gray level has a higher probability of belonging to a defect region. The images were then converted back to the Cartesian domain. As seen in The kNN classification process was executed using a higher value of k = 101 and the ROC curve was plotted using the results. This was done to determine whether higher 
Sensitivity
-Specificity
values of k would produce a higher value of the AUC. The result of the AUC of the fitted ROC curve was equal to 0.907 which was similar to the result of using k = 21. Thus, the results showed no sensitivity to the use of a higher value of k.
The ROC curve can be used to select the best operating point. This point can be chosen such as to give the best tradeoff between the costs of failing to detect positives against the cost of raising false alarms.
DISCUSSION
The method described in this thesis for using pixel classification to quantify the amount of transillumination in an eye has not been attempted before and it improves upon the bias of a human observer manually marking defects, as well as resulting in saved time. This test serves as a measure of automatically finding regions of pigment dispersion without having to take into consideration inter-observer variability.
The large AUC value of 0.901 using k = 21 indicates that pixel classification of iris transillumination defects is an accurate technique which has the potential to be used for CAD of the Pigment Dispersion Syndrome.
Reducing the number of false positives in the output would result in a higher value of the AUC. This could be done by adding features to the classifier training set that are not solely dependent on intensity changes.
CHAPTER 6 CONCLUSION
Iris transillumination defects caused by pigment dispersion syndrome can be successfully detected by using pixel classification with the kNN algorithm. Future work could include adding more useful features to improve the AUC by reducing the number of false positives. Different classifiers could be used to determine if the classification of defects can be improved. The manual segmentation of the iris regions could be fully automated by modifying the Hough transform algorithm so that it does not show a bias for detecting circles with a larger radius. Testing the method described in this thesis on a larger dataset could show whether the algorithm can consistently maintain its accuracy.
The percent transillumination of the iris can be calculated, and a correlation between this value and the age of the subject can be investigated. Also, the changes in transillumination defects' sizes and the pupil size can be tracked over time. 
